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Abstract: The verbal expression “we might have enjoyed,” as used in a complaint that Nephi attributes to his brothers, “we might have enjoyed our possessions and the land of our inheritance” (1 Nephi 17:21), reflects a use of the Hebrew verb yrš in its progressive aspect, “to enjoy possession of.” This meaning is evident in several passages in the Hebrew Bible, and perhaps most visibly in the KJV translation of Numbers 36:8 (“And every daughter, that possesseth [Hebrew yōrešet] an inheritance [naḥālā] in any tribe of the children of Israel, shall be wife unto one of the family of the tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may enjoy [yîršû] every man the inheritance [naḥālat] of his fathers”) and Joshua 1:15 (“then ye shall return unto the land of your possession [lē’ereṣ yĕruššatkem or, unto the land of your inheritance], and enjoy it [wîrištem ’ôtāḥ].”) Examining Laman and Lemuel’s complaint in a legal context helps us better appreciate “land[s] of … inheritance” as not just describing a family estate, but as also expressing a seminal Abrahamic Covenant concept in numerous Book of Mormon passages, including the covenant implications of the resettlement of the converted Lamanites and reconverted Zoramites as refugees in “the land of Jershon” (“place of inheritance”).

In 1 Nephi 17:20–22, Nephi recalls the gist of his brothers’ complaints about leaving behind their family estate, “the land of … inheritance”

1. Nephi does not directly quote any of his brothers. He is paraphrasing or giving us the gist of their complaints as he notes in the next verse: “And after this manner of language did my brethren murmur and complain against us” (1 Nephi 17:22).
(1 Nephi 2:11; 3:22; 5:2; and 17:21), “at”\(^2\) or near Jerusalem and the concomitant abandonment of considerable material possessions (e.g., 1 Nephi 2:4; 3:16, 22, 26). This recollection reflects several significant Hebraisms: “Behold, these many years we have suffered in the wilderness, which time we might have enjoyed our possessions and the land of our inheritance; yea, and we might have been happy” (1 Nephi 17:21).\(^3\)

In this study, I will examine how the complaint “we might have enjoyed our possessions in the land of our inheritance; yea, and we might have been happy” reflects the Hebraism “land of … inheritance,” as well as a possible polyptoton\(^4\) and an allusion to the tree of life in Lehi’s dream. I will further examine how the main verb in this complaint — enjoy — reflects a specific secondary meaning of the Hebrew verb yrš, “enjoy possession of.”\(^5\) The meaning of this verb in its secondary, progressive (or continuous) aspect is reflected in several important passages in the Hebrew Bible, including Ezekiel 33:24–29, Psalms 37:9, 11, 22, 29, and Judges 2:6–10.\(^6\) Additional support for this more nuanced meaning of yrš underlying the Book of Mormon translation at 1 Nephi 17:21 occurs in Numbers 36:8 as part of formal legislation regarding lands of inheritance remaining within tribes, and in Joshua 1:15. Early translators of the Bible into English — beginning with Tyndale\(^7\) and including Miles Coverdale,\(^8\)

---

2. Nephi describes his former dwelling place as being “at Jerusalem” in 1 Nephi 1:4, 7; 5:4; 2 Nephi 6:8 (quoting Jacob); 2 Nephi 9:5 (quoting Jacob); and 25:6.


7. Tyndale rendered the purpose clause in Numbers 36:8, “that the children of Israel maye enioy euery man the enheritaunce of his father.”

8. Miles Coverdale, evidently following Tyndale, rendered Joshua 1:15 thus: “tyll the LORDE haue broughte youre brethren to rest also as well as you: that they also maye take possession of the londe, which the LORDE yor God shal geue them:
Thomas Matthew (John Rogers), the translators of the Geneva Bible and the King James Version, all of whom followed Tyndale’s work to greater or lesser degrees — recognized or at least preserved the secondary, more nuanced meaning of *yrš* and lucidly rendered it in English with the verb, “enjoy” in these passages. Recognition of this lexical subtlety at work in 1 Nephi 17:21 helps us better understand the brothers’ attachment to the family estate and material wealth. It provides additional context for understanding the tenuous nature of their filial loyalty to Lehi as father and patriarch of the clan and their skepticism regarding his (and Nephi’s) spiritual guidance. It also provides additional context for these brothers’ temporal focus and consequent failure to find happiness in their lives. Moreover, an examination of the brothers’ complaint helps us better appreciate *yrš* and “land[s] of … inheritance” / “land[s] … of possessions” as legal expressions within an Abrahamic covenant as used throughout the Hebrew Bible and the Book of Mormon.

Then shal ye turne agayne in to the londe of youre possession, that ye maye enioye it, which Moses the seruant of the LORDE hath geuen you on this syde Iordane towarde ye Easte.”

9. The Matthew Bible renders Joshua 1:15: “vntyll the Lorde haue geuen your brethren reast, as he hath you, and vntyll they also haue obtayned, the lande which the Lord youre God geueth them. And then retourne vnto the lande of youre possessyon and enioy it, which lande Moses the Lordes seruaunte gaue you on thys syde Iordan towarde the sunne rysynge.” See “Matthew’s Bible 1537,” *Textus Receptus Bibles*, http://textusreceptusbibles.com/Matthews/6/1.


11. President Russell M. Nelson stated, “My dear brothers and sisters, the joy we feel has little to do with the circumstances of our lives and everything to do with the focus of our lives.” “Joy and Spiritual Survival,” *Ensign*, November 2016, 82. Nephi and his brothers, Laman and Lemuel, shared many of the same circumstances, but not the same focus. Nephi’s faith in and focus on Jesus Christ led him to happiness and joy (cf. 2 Nephi 5:27), while Laman and Lemuel’s temporal focus and refusal to “look unto the Lord as they ought” (1 Nephi 15:3) did not lead them to joy.
To Possess, Inherit, Enjoy Possession of: The Meanings of yrš

The basic meanings of the verb yrš as a covenant-legal term are “to take possession of,”12 “to be heir to someone,”13 or to “inherit, dispossess.”14 This verb occurs first as a legal term in Genesis 15:3–4 where Abraham receives the promise of an heir (yôrēš) of his own descent (i.e., seed) who would “inherit” (yîrāšekā) his possessions. It then occurs as a key Abrahamic covenant term a few verses later in Genesis 15:7–8, a text in which the Lord grants the land of Canaan to Abraham and his descendants: “And he [the Lord] said unto him [Abraham], I am the Lord that brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldees, to give thee this land to inherit it [lĕrištāh]. And he said, Lord God, whereby shall I know that I shall inherit it [ʾîrāšennā]?” (Genesis 15:7–8).15 There follows a covenant-making ceremony (literally, a covenant-cutting16 ceremony; cf. kārat … bĕrît in Genesis 15:18), with the Lord ritually passing between the halves of the sacrificed animals (see Genesis 15:9–21).

Recently Joachim J. Krause,17 following up on the earlier work of Norbert Lohfink,18 and citing evidence from Ezekiel 33:24–29, Psalm 37, and Judges 2:6–10, has shown that yrš, more than “to take possession of” (ingressive aspect),19 means “to enjoy possession of” (progressive or continuous aspect) in several instances. For example, in Ezekiel 33, the Lord instructs Ezekiel to pronounce divine judgment on
Judahite survivors of the Babylonian exile who remained in the land of Israel-Judah and continued in the sinful practices for which most Israelites and Judahites had been exiled from the land, all while claiming divine sanction for retaining inheritance or possession of the land:

Son of man, they that inhabit those wastes of the land of Israel speak, saying, Abraham was one, and he inherited the land [wayyiraš]; but we are many; the land is given us for inheritance [lemôrāšâ]. Wherefore say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God; Ye eat with the blood, and lift up your eyes toward your idols, and shed blood: and shall ye possess the land [wēhāāres tirāšû]? Ye stand upon your sword, ye work abomination, and ye defile every one his neighbour’s wife: and shall ye possess the land [wēhāāres tirāšû]? Say thou thus unto them, Thus saith the Lord God; As I live, surely they that are in the wastes shall fall by the sword, and him that is in the open field will I give to the beasts to be devoured, and they that be in the forts and in the caves shall die of the pestilence. For I will lay the land most desolate, and the pomp of her strength shall cease; and the mountains of Israel shall be desolate, that none shall pass through. Then shall they know that I am the Lord, when I have laid the land most desolate because of all their abominations which they have committed. (Ezekiel 33:24–29)

The arguments of the Judahite survivors and the Lord’s holding them accountable for their unrighteousness revolve around the covenant-legal use of yrš. Lohfink explains the logic of the survivors’ claims and the Lord’s counterclaims in terms of the survivors’ and the prophet’s respective uses of yrš:

They say: ‘Abraham was only one man, yet he took possession of (wayyiraš) the land; but we are many — so the land is surely given to us to possess (nittenā hāāres lemôrāšû)” … The argument a fortiori perverts the statement about Abraham. Its point is that Abraham did not receive the land by virtue of his own efforts — he was only a single individual — but through Yahweh. But the argument of those dwelling in the ruins boasts of their numbers and their own efforts. The prophet’s response … makes this perversion quite clear. It demolishes any claim to yrš: idolatry and bloodshed rule out any right
to possess the land. Here *yrš* should probably be translated ‘enjoy possession of.’

Here we must bear in mind that the Abrahamic covenant, Israel-Judah’s covenant claims on the land as Abraham’s descendants, and the meaning of the Babylonian exile form the backdrop of this dispute. The translation of *yrš* in terms of its primary meaning “inherit” certainly best fits in the first instance with Abraham as its subject, while “enjoy possession of” would better fit the Lord’s twofold question: “and shall ye possess the land?” or further, “and shall ye enjoy possession of the land?”

In support of *yrš* as “enjoy possession of” in some contexts, Krause further cites Psalms 37, in which the Psalmist repeatedly uses the *yîršû-*ʾāres/lārešet ʾāres idiom (Psalms 37:9, 11, 22, 29). In all these instances the sense of the verb *yrš* is not simply “inherit the earth” or “possess the land,” but to “enjoy possession of the land” or “enjoy the possession of” the earth. This is especially clear in Psalms 37:11, where the matching clause in the bicolon supports the idea that *yrš* in some contexts means, not just “to inherit” but to “enjoy possession of,” “enjoy inheritance of” — “But the meek shall inherit [ʾîršû] the earth [ʾāres]; and shall delight themselves [wĕhitʾannĕgû] in the abundance of peace.” The semantic “matching”21 (or “parallelism”) of the paired verbs in bicolon makes much better sense if *yrš* here is understood to mean “[they] shall enjoy” or “they shall enjoy possession of.” Thus, “the meek shall enjoy the earth and delight themselves in the abundance of peace” (translation mine). Psalms 37:11, famously, is the text that Jesus quotes or paraphrases in the Sermon on the Mount: “Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth” (Matthew 5:5) — in other words, “happy [Greek makarioi = Hebrew ʾašrê] are the meek for they shall inherit [Greek klēronomēsousin = Hebrew ʾîršû] the earth.”22 Here true happiness is causally linked to enjoying possession of the land in fulfillment of the divine covenant. Notably, it is the poor, meek, or humble — the ʿānāwîm — whose circumstances have been adverse, but whose focus has been on

the Lord, who enjoy possession of the land and are “happy” (compare Nephi’s statement at the outset of his autobiography: “having seen many afflictions in the course of my days, nevertheless having been highly favored of the Lord in all my days,” 1 Nephi 1:1).

The Abrahamic covenant concept of inheriting the land of Canaan is central to Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic conquest narratives. The narrative description of Joshua’s dismissing the people to go home to their inheritances to take possession of them captures an important moment in the fulfillment of the Abrahamic covenant:

And when Joshua had let the people go, the children of Israel went every man unto his inheritance [lĕnaḥālātō] to possess [lārešet] the land [‘et-hā‘āres]. And the people served the Lord all the days of Joshua, and all the days of the elders that outlived Joshua, who had seen all the great works of the Lord, that he did for Israel. And Joshua the son of Nun, the servant of the Lord, died, being an hundred and ten years old. And they buried him in the border of his inheritance in Timnath-heres, in the mount of Ephraim, on the north side of the hill Gaash. And also all that generation were gathered unto their fathers: and there arose another generation after them, which knew not the Lord, nor yet the works which he had done for Israel. (Judges 2:6–10)

Since Israel by this time had already taken formal possession of the land and they were returning to their inheritances, the meaning of yrš (lārešet) must be progressive: “the children of Israel went every man unto his inheritance to enjoy possession of the land” (adaptation of the KJV is mine).

“That the Children of Israel May Enjoy Every Man the Inheritance of His Fathers”:

Additional Example #1 of yrš as “Enjoy”

Another illustrative example of yrš as not only “inherit” or “possess,” but also “enjoy possession of,” or “enjoy” occurs in a Mosaic decree requiring daughters who had inherited land to marry within their ancestral tribe, thus helping to retain the territorial integrity of tribal lands: “And every daughter, that possesseth [yōrešet] an inheritance [nahālā] in any tribe of the children of Israel, shall be wife unto one of the family of the tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may enjoy [yîršû] every man the
inheritance [nahalat] of his fathers” (Numbers 36:8). William Tyndale rendered the purpose clause in this verse, “that the childern of Israel maye enioy every man the enheritaunce of his father” and subsequent translators followed suit. Tyndale deftly recognized that the land had already been taken possession of, rendering the feminine participial form yōrešet in its ingressive sense, and then rendering the second instance of the verb in its progressive sense, “enjoy.”

“Then Shall Ye Return unto the Land of Your Possession and Enjoy It”: Additional Example #2 of yrš as “Enjoy”

The outset of the conquest narratives furnishes us with another lucid example in which the verb yrš extends beyond the sense of “inherit” or “possess” into the sense of “enjoy” or “rejoice in the possession of,” as the King James translators and earlier translators of the Bible into English recognized. In addressing the Transjordanian tribes (Reuben, Gad, and the half-tribe Manasseh), Joshua instructed the men of the tribe to cross over Jordan, after settling their wives and children in the land, and to help the other tribes conquer the remainder of the land covenanted to Abraham and his descendants:

Your wives, your little ones, and your cattle, shall remain in the land which Moses gave you on this side Jordan; but ye shall pass before your brethren armed, all the mighty men of valour, and help them; Until the Lord have given your brethren rest, as he hath given you, and they also have possessed [wēyārēšū] the land [‘et-hā’āreṣ] which the Lord your God giveth them: then ye shall return unto the land of your possession [lē’ereṣ yēruššatkm or, unto the land of your inheritance], and enjoy it [wīrištem ‘ôtāh], which Moses the Lord’s servant gave you on this side Jordan toward the sunrising. (Joshua 1:14–15)

In the first instance, the verb yrš — wēyārēšū — clearly has the sense of “possess” or “inherit.” However, in the second instance yrš — wīrištem — requires a sense that goes beyond the notion of merely possessing or inheriting, already present in the phrase “land of your possession/inheritance.” Whether or not this phrase represents a scribal

23. This statute, which encouraged endogamy within tribes, has served to promote endogamy and marriage within narrow degrees of consanguinity (including cousin marriage) within Israel’s tribes from ancient days even into modern times.
gloss, the KJV translators recognized that to render it “possess” would have been redundant. The translation’s expression of the notion “enjoy the possession of it” — “and enjoy it” (i.e., be happy in the enjoyment of it) — obviates the potential redundancy.

“We Might Have Enjoyed Our Possessions in the Land of Our Inheritance”:
The Imprint of yrš as “Enjoy” in 1 Nephi 17:21

The Deuteronomic legislation that received renewed emphasis during Lehi’s lifetime (under king Josiah), predicates
Israel’s continued inheritance or possession of the land under the Abrahamic covenant in terms of collective obedience to the “commandments,” “statutes,” and “judgments” in Deuteronomy:

But as for thee [Moses], stand thou here by me, and I will speak unto thee all the commandments, and the statutes, and the judgments, which thou shalt teach them, that they may do them in the land which I give them to possess it [lĕrištāh] …
Ye shall walk in all the ways which the Lord your God hath commanded you, that ye may live, and that it may be well with you, and that ye may prolong your days in the land which ye shall possess [tîrāšûn]. Deuteronomy 5:31, 33 (MT 28, 30)

Thus, the penalty for failure to observe the Deuteronomic legislation would be the loss of the land. Indeed, it would be said in a time to come: “And the Lord rooted them out of their land in anger, and in wrath, and in great indignation, and cast them into another land, as it is this day” (Deuteronomy 29:28). The Lord reiterated the Abrahamic Covenant with Isaac (see Genesis 26:1–5) and Jacob (see Genesis 28:10–22; 35:9–15) in subsequent generations. Similarly, the blessings of the Abrahamic Covenant could be gained or lost in every subsequent generation. Although the Abrahamic Covenant was unconditional to Abraham and his “seed” (posterity) across time and into eternity, the blessings of the covenant were conditional upon obedience to God’s commandments for

---

24. See, e.g., Jacob Weingreen, From Bible to Mishna: The Continuity of Tradition (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1976), 34–35. Weingreen notes that the phrase intrudes awkwardly in the flow of the sentence and is missing in the Septuagint (LXX).

each individual Israelite and for the community as a whole — it was both everlasting and new (cf. the collocation “new and everlasting covenant”).

A century before Lehi, the northern kingdom of Israel had been exiled from enjoying possession of the promised land (see 2 Kings 17:1–23), the right to which it had long been forfeiting. During Lehi’s time Judah was in the process of being exiled from enjoying possession of the land for similar covenant dereliction (see 2 Kings 24). To be able to “live,” prosper in the land, and to prolong one’s days upon it — to “enjoy” possession of it — all constituted aspects of “happiness.” Laman and Lemuel never recognized that Israel and Judah had collectively lost that privilege — at least for that time — with respect to the land of Canaan. Nevertheless, they still could have the privilege of enjoying possession of and being happy in the new land of promise to which they were being led (which some of Lehi’s family, in fact, did. See 2 Nephi 5:27).

Lehi and Nephi recognized that the family’s departure from Jerusalem and “the land of [their] inheritance” represented a small part of an exile from covenant lands that had begun well over a century prior to their departure. Nephi stated as much even as he tried to help his brothers see how their family fit into the bigger picture: “And behold, there are many which are already lost from the knowledge of they which are at Jerusalem; yea, the more part of the tribes have been led away, and they are scattered to and fro upon the isles of the sea. And whither they are none of us knoweth, save that we know that they have been led away” (1 Nephi 22:4).

The collocation “land of our/your/his inheritance” or “land of our/your/his possession” clearly represents a Hebraism in the Book of Mormon text (see, e.g., 1 Nephi 3:22; 5:2; 17:21; 2 Nephi 10:20; Jacob 3:4; Helaman 7:22; 3 Nephi 15:13; Mormon 3:17 and the excursus below).

---

26. The collocation “new and everlasting covenant” occurs in D&C 131:2; 132:6, 19, 26–27, 41–42 in the context of the eternal covenant marriage relationship entered into by Abraham and Sarah and their successors.

27. Cf., e.g., Leviticus 14:34; 25:24; Joshua 1:15; 22:4, 9; Deuteronomy 2:12.
And every daughter, that possesseth [yōrešet] an inheritance [nahālālā] in any tribe of the children of Israel, shall be wife unto one of the family of the tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may enjoy [yiršû] every man the inheritance [nahālat] of his fathers. Your wives, your little ones, and your cattle, shall remain in the land … until the Lord have given your brethren rest, as he hath given you, and they also have possessed [wēyārēšû] the land ['et-hā'āres] which the Lord your God giveth them: then ye shall return unto the land of your possession [wĕyārĕšû] the land of your inheritance, and enjoy it [wîrištem 'ôtāh], which Moses the Lord’s servant gave you on this side Jordan toward the sunrising.

As the eldest sons in the family, Laman and Lemuel would have stood to benefit first and most with the division of the estate upon Lehi’s passing at which time they would “inherit” the land — that is, in Lohfink’s description, “take formal possession of real property acquired by virtue of basic rights.” They would not be able to “enjoy the possession of” their possession (progressive) and the family estate until after taking formal possession of it (ingressive) — i.e., and thus be “happy.” Thus, Nephi seems to infer here that Laman and Lemuel wished that their father had been killed with the result that they had never left Jerusalem and that they would now be enjoying possession of the family wealth and estate. This is supported by his later equation of Laman and Lemuel with Lehi’s Judahite religious opponents: “And the Jews also sought to take away his life. Yea, and ye also have sought to take away his life. Wherefore ye are murderers in your hearts and ye are like unto they” (1 Nephi 17:44).

Indeed, Nephi’s recollection of his brothers’ complaints in the land Bountiful harks back to the beginning of his small plates record where he lays out the fundamental complaint that Laman and Lemuel had about leaving the family estate and property outside Jerusalem: “Now this he [Lehi] spake because of the stiffneckedness of Laman and Lemuel. For behold, they did murmur in many things against their father because that he was a visionary man and that he had led them out of the land of Jerusalem, to leave the land of their inheritance and their gold and their silver and their precious things, and to perish in the wilderness.

And this they said that he had done because of the foolish imaginations of his heart” (1 Nephi 2:11).

Nephi depicts his brothers as valuing the temporal “inheritance” — including their father’s estate in Jerusalem’s vicinity — much more than the “land of … inheritance” to which the Lord had been leading them. Moreover, Nephi’s repetition of the possessive suffix “their” here — “their inheritance,” “their gold and silver,” “their precious things” has the rhetorical effect of emphasizing the brothers’ attachment to the family estate and wealth. Nephi had used this same list earlier, emphasizing Lehi’s possession of and attachment to the family estate and wealth and his complete abandonment of all of it for the sake of the preservation of his family: “And it came to pass that he departed into the wilderness. And he left his house and the land of his inheritance and his gold and his silver and his precious things and took nothing with him save it were his family and provisions and tents, and he departed into the wilderness” (1 Nephi 2:4). Lehi found the strength to leave or forsake the “land of his inheritance” in the land given by covenant to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their descendants in the faith that the Lord had another land of inheritance in store for him and his family.

“We Might Have Been Happy”:
The Unrealized Results of yrš for Laman, Lemuel, and the Sons of Ishmael

Just as the second clause in the bicolon, “But the meek shall inherit [yîršû] the earth [ʾāres]; and shall delight themselves [wĕhit ʾannēgû] in the abundance of peace,” suggests that yîršû here means “enjoy possession of” (as noted above), the declaration “we might have been happy” suggests a use of yrš with the same sense in 1 Nephi 17:21: “[W]e might have enjoyed our possessions and the land of our inheritance; yea, and we might have been happy” (1 Nephi 17:21).

What’s more, the words that Nephi attributes to his brothers ironically recall the words of Lehi’s dream: “And it came to pass that I beheld a tree whose fruit was desirable to make one happy” (1 Nephi 8:10). Years ago Daniel C. Peterson noted the wordplay evident in ʿšr/ʾašrê (“happy”), Asherah/the asherah, and the tree of life as also in Proverbs 3:13, 18.29 Lehi, in recounting his dream-vision, states that Laman and Lemuel “would not come unto me and partake of the fruit” (1 Nephi 8:18).

Despite having actually heard the voice of God (1 Nephi 16:39; 17:45), Laman and Lemuel persisted in the belief that forsaking their family estate, as part of Israel-Judah’s broader Abrahamic covenant inheritance, had been unnecessary. Like the survivors of the Babylonian exile against whom Ezekiel prophesied, they believed that they were justified in their conduct. In fact, their next reported words aver that they “know” the people against whom their own father had preached and who sought his life (1 Nephi 1:20; 2:13; 7:14; 17:44), were justified or “righteous” in their conduct:

And we know that the people which were in the land of Jerusalem were a righteous people, for they keep the statutes and the judgments of the Lord and all his commandments according to the law of Moses; wherefore we know that they are a righteous people. And our father hath judged them and hath led us away because we would hearken unto his word; yea, and our brother is like unto him. And after this manner of language did my brethren murmur and complain against us. (1 Nephi 17:22)

In their lamenting the loss of “the land of [their] inheritance” and their justification of the Jerusalemites, Laman and Lemuel side with the very ones who had “droven [their father] out of the land” (1 Nephi 7:14).

Laman, Lemuel, and the sons of Ishmael evidently had difficulty not only envisioning the complete temporal fulfillment of divine judgment against Jerusalem, but also recognizing the broader temporal and spiritual horizons of the Abrahamic Covenant and the Lord’s promises to Israel. This narrow perspective is reflected in the question to Nephi regarding the words of Isaiah in Isaiah 48–49 (1 Nephi 20–21): “What mean these things which ye have read? Behold, are they to be understood according to things which are spiritual which shall come to pass according to the spirit and not the flesh?” (1 Nephi 22:1). For these brothers, rejoicing in the possession of temporal things — “enjoy[ing their] possessions and the land of [their] inheritance” (1 Nephi 17:21) — was the essence of finding happiness in mortal life. Thus, they did not enjoy their possession of the new land of promise or “live after the manner of happiness” (2 Nephi 5:27) with Nephi and those who “joyed with him in the promised land” (Helaman 7:7). They did not hold in view the bigger picture of rejoicing in their posterity as a true heritage and enjoying an eternal land of inheritance.

We should also note here that in addition to “enjoy” as representing the progressive aspect of yrš, if either of the Hebrew words môtarashā
(“possession,”30 “acquisition, property”31) or yēruššâ (“possession, inheritance”32) stand behind “possession[s]” and/or “inheritance” in 1 Nephi 17:21, we have an example of polyptoton on — or a play on cognate forms of — yrš that emphasizes the brothers’ attachment to the family’s material possessions and estate lands.

**Excursus: “Land[s] of Their/Your/Our Inheritance” as an Abrahamic Covenant Term**

Nephi’s writings use the collocation “land[s] of … inheritance” early on to refer to Lehi’s family’s estate at or near Jerusalem (1 Nephi 2:4, 11; 3:22; 5:2; 17:21). Beginning in 1 Nephi 10:3 (“and after that they [the Jews] are brought back out of captivity, to possess again their land of inheritance”), Nephi and his successors use this collocation as an Abrahamic covenant term.

Originally referring back to the Lord’s original grant of the land of Canaan to Abraham,33 Lehi, Nephi, et al. also reapply it to their new land of promise34 “which is the land which the Lord God hath covenanted with thy father that his seed should have for the land of their inheritance” (1 Nephi 13:30), and to all lands which constitute the points of return: “Wherefore he will bring them [i.e., those of the house of Israel] again [cf. Hebrew yōsip] out of captivity, and they shall be gathered together to the lands of their first inheritance” (1 Nephi 22:12). Nephi uses similar language elsewhere to describe the return of exiled Jews/Judahites: “And notwithstanding that they have been carried away, they shall return again and possess the land of Jerusalem. Wherefore they shall be restored again to the lands of their inheritance” (2 Nephi 25:11).

Nephi also records that Lehi, in his final paraenesis or counsel to his sons, had predicated inheritance of the land on observance of divine commandments, similar to Deuteronomy: “And if it so be that they shall keep his commandments, they shall be blessed upon the face of this land. And there shall be none to molest them nor to take away the land of their inheritance, and they shall dwell safely forever” (2 Nephi 1:9). Lehi knew that the blessings of the Abrahamic Covenant and the Lord’s

covenants to him would be gained or lost individually and collectively by his descendants in each generation. Lehi resorts to similar language in his final counsel to and blessing upon his son Joseph, “And may the Lord consecrate also unto thee this land, which is a most precious land, for thine inheritance and the inheritance of thy seed with thy brethren, for thy security forever, if it so be that ye shall keep the commandments of the Holy One of Israel” (2 Nephi 3:2).

The idea of lands of inheritance constitutes an important theme within Jacob’s “covenant speech” (2 Nephi 6–10), a sermon which expands on Isaiah 49:22 to Isaiah 52:2. Although Israel and Judah had been and would be scattered from lands of inheritance granted by the Abrahamic covenant, the Lord would gather and restore them to multiple “lands of their inheritance”: “Nevertheless the Lord will be merciful unto them, that when they [the Jews] shall come to the knowledge of their Redeemer, they shall be gathered together again to the lands of their inheritance” (2 Nephi 6:11). Later, Jacob explains his reading of Isaiah 49:22 to Isaiah 52:2 — with its descriptions of gathering, covenant reinstitution, the Divine Warrior’s defeat of Israel’s enemies (Rahab/Egypt, Yamm, Tannin), and resurrection — thusly:

And now my beloved brethren, I have read these things that ye might know concerning the covenants of the Lord, that he hath covenanted with all the house of Israel, that he hath spoken unto the Jews by the mouth of his holy prophets, even from the beginning down from generation to generation until


the time cometh that they shall be restored to the true church and fold of God, when they shall be gathered home to the lands of their inheritance and shall be established in all their lands of promise. (2 Nephi 9:1–2)

The horizons of Jacob’s view of this restoration include not only the literal physical restoration of Israel and Judah to “lands of … inheritance,” but also, evidently, a restoration to those lands in connection with the resurrection of the dead (cf. Ezekiel 37:1–14): “But behold, thus saith the Lord God: When the day cometh that they shall believe in me, that I am Christ, then have I covenanted with their fathers that they shall be restored in the flesh upon the earth unto the lands of their inheritance” (2 Nephi 10:7).

With prophetic authority, Jacob declared the land in the New World a divine “land grant” in Abrahamic Covenant terms, including a provision for the “Gentiles” (gôyim; cf. Abraham as “father of many nations/gentiles,” ’ab hâmôn gôyim, Genesis 17:4–5). These Gentiles or “others” were then being incorporated into the people of Nephi (and thus into Israel)38 and those who would be in the future: “But behold, this land, saith God, shall be a land of thine inheritance; and the Gentiles shall be blessed upon the land” (2 Nephi 10:10). Near the conclusion of his covenant sermon, Jacob reiterates the Lord’s granting of the land to the faithful descendants of Lehi and the Gentiles who would be “numbered” among them:

Wherefore I will consecrate this land unto thy seed — and they which shall be numbered among thy seed — forever, for the land of their inheritance … And now my beloved brethren, seeing that our merciful God hath given us so great knowledge concerning these things, let us remember him and lay aside our sins and not hang down our heads, for we are not cast off. Nevertheless we have been driven out of the

land of our inheritance, but we have been led to a better land.

(2 Nephi 10:19–20)

In a temple sermon given later on in life (Jacob 1:17–19; 2:2), after the death of his brother Nephi (Jacob 1:12), Jacob again appealed to the Abrahamic Covenant language of “lands of … inheritance” when he warned the Nephites against the burgeoning apostasy in their midst: “And the time speedily cometh that except ye repent, they [the Lamanites] shall possess the land of your inheritance and the Lord God will lead away the righteous out from among you” (Jacob 3:4). The Lamanites’ commitment to monogamy and family relationships qualified them as “more righteous than” the Nephites at this very early date (Jacob 3:5–7). Jacob’s prophecy eventually proved true: the Lamanites did take possession of the Nephites’ “land of … inheritance” in the land of Nephi and the Lord did “lead away the righteous” from the wicked under the leadership of Mosiah I (see Omni 1:12–13).

One generation after the exodus of Mosiah I with the Nephite faithful, Amaleki, writing near the end of the small plates, uses covenant language very similar to that used by Jacob in Jacob 3:4 when he states that many Nephites wanted to re-inherit or repossess the land of Nephi that they had lost: “a large number [of Nephites] … were desirous to possess the land of their inheritance” (Omni 1:27). The record of Zeniff confirms that these colonists viewed “the land of our fathers’ first inheritance” (Mosiah 9:1), as the land which they had a legal right to by covenant. Later in his record, Zeniff describes one of the traditional grievances of the Lamanites — who continually threatened the colonists’ tenuous possession of the land — against the Nephites as: “they were wronged while in the land of their first inheritance after they had crossed the sea” (Mosiah 10:13).

Also Mormon records that one generation after Mosiah I and his people’s relocation from the land of Nephi to Zarahemla, King Benjamin, the son of Mosiah I, and king in Zarahemla expelled the Lamanites who were attempting to dispossess the Nephites of the “lands of their inheritance”: “And in the strength of the Lord they did contend against their enemies until they had slain many thousands of the Lamanites. And it came to pass that they did contend against the Lamanites until they had driven them out of all the lands of their inheritance” (Words of Mormon 1:14). The Nephites under King Benjamin were living faithful to the covenant, and thus received the “strength of the Lord” in maintaining their “lands of … inheritance.”
The Lamanite conversion narratives (Alma 17–27) — one of the most significant covenant restoration accounts in the Book of Mormon — begin in the land Ishmael (see Alma 17), which Mormon characterizes as a “land of … inheritance”: “And it came to pass that Ammon and Lamoni returned from the land of Middoni to the land of Ishmael, which was the land of their inheritance” (Alma 21:18). The Lamanite conversion narratives conclude with introduction of the toponym (place name) called Jershon (a name which, in accordance with the rules of Hebrew name formation means “place of inheritance”) and the clear correlation and juxtaposition of the name Jershon within the text, with yrš/inherit language, creating a lucid wordplay: “And this land Jershon [place-of-inheritance/possession] is the land which we will give unto our brethren for an inheritance” (Alma 27:22). This wordplay includes the apparent use of the verb yrš in its ingressive sense, “inherit,” “take possession of”: “And now behold, this will we do unto our brethren that they may inherit the land Jershon. … And it came to pass that that they went down into the land of Jershon and took possession of the land of Jershon” (Alma 27:24, 26). The granting and reception of lands of inheritance in Jershon at the end of the Lamanite conversion narrative stands as a powerful symbol of their restoration to the Abrahamic covenant and reintegration into the house of Israel.

Mormon takes pains to show that one generation later, the converted, covenant-restored Lamanites provide the same inheritance in Jershon to the reconverted Zoramite poor, symbolic of the latter’s reinstitution.


40. Robert F. Smith, unpublished manuscript. In an October 2015 personal communication to me he indicated that he first noticed the correlation of Jershon and “inheritance” in the late 1960s. Paul Hoskisson suggested in an August 2015 conversation with me that John W. Welch “came up with his ideas while learning Hebrew in L[os] A[ngeles].”

to the covenant: “And they [the people of Ammon] did nourish them [the Zoramite poor] and did clothe them and did give unto them lands for their inheritance” (Alma 35:9). Preserving the verb tense of his source, he further writes, “And as many [Zoramites] as were brought to repentance were driven out of their land; but they have lands for their inheritance in the land of Jershon” (Alma 35:14). Mormon’s narrative illustrates the great truth and promise, noted earlier, as articulated in Psalms 37:11, “But the meek [the poor] shall inherit the earth,” or “but the poor shall enjoy the inheritance of the earth.”

It is worth noting, the Nephites continued to grant lands of inheritance to the Lamanite converts even after many of them migrated out of Jershon in the second generation: “And the Nephites would not suffer that they [the people of Ammon] should be destroyed; therefore they gave them lands for their inheritance” (Alma 43:12). The socio-religious importance of lands of inheritance receives attention later in the book of Alma as well.

Perhaps one motivating reason Mormon uses the events surrounding Jershon and the granting of lands of inheritance as evidence of the Lord’s special concern for converted Lamanites and reconverted Zoramites and their restoration to the covenant is Jesus’s emphasis on “land[s] of inheritance” as a covenant concept in his Sermon at the Temple to the Nephites and Lamanites. What he had taught in the Sermon on the Mount, he also taught there: “And blessed [happy] are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth [land]” (3 Nephi 12:5). Later on the same day he


43. In a pointed letter to the Lamanite king, Ammaron, who was also a Nephite-Zoramite dissenter, Moroni writes:

And behold, if ye do not this [i.e., exchange prisoners on the terms Moroni had just laid down] I will come against you with my armies, yea, even I will arm my women and my children; and I will come against you, and I will follow you even unto your own land, which is the land of our first inheritance. Yea, and it shall be blood for blood, yea, life for life. And I will give you battle, even until you are destroyed from off the face of the earth. Behold, I am in my anger — and also my people. Ye have sought to murder us, and we have only sought to defend our lives. But behold, if ye seek to destroy us more, we will seek to destroy you. Yea, and we will seek our lands, the lands of our first inheritance. (Alma 54:12–13)
reiterated the covenantal grant of the land, “And behold, this is the land of your inheritance, and the Father hath given it unto you” (3 Nephi 15:13).

As part of his teaching at the temple in Bountiful on the second day — teaching in which he interwove even more of the writings of Isaiah — Jesus reaffirmed the covenant promise that Jerusalem and its vicinity would serve as a future, eschatological “land of … inheritance” for the Lord’s people at the time of their gathering: “Verily verily I say unto you: All these things shall surely come, even as the Father hath commanded me. And then shall this covenant which the Father hath covenanted with his people be fulfilled. And then shall Jerusalem be inhabited again with my people, and it shall be the land of their inheritance” (3 Nephi 20:46). The latter-day restoration of the gospel of Jesus Christ in its fullness would serve as the Father’s means of preparing the way for this gathering to lands of inheritance: “Yea, and then shall the work commence with the Father among all nations in preparing the way whereby his people may be gathered home to the land of their inheritance” (3 Nephi 21:28). Later, Mormon adds his own summation of what Jesus had articulated in his covenant temple teachings: “And now behold, I say unto you that when the Lord shall see fit in his wisdom that these sayings shall come unto the Gentiles according to his word, then ye may know that the covenant which the Father hath made with the children of Israel concerning their restoration to the lands of their inheritance is already beginning to be fulfilled” (3 Nephi 29:1).

In his personal account of his own life and times, Mormon details the loss of covenant “lands of … inheritance” concomitant with the Nephites’ apostasy then afoot. The Nephites first lost, but then regained, the lands of their inheritance: “But behold, we did go forth against the Lamanites and the robbers of Gaddianton until we had again taken possession of the lands of our inheritance” (Mormon 2:27). However, this victory proved fleeting. The Nephites’ strength would continue to erode and Mormon reports, “we made a treaty with the Lamanites and the robbers of Gaddianton, in the which we did get the lands of our inheritance divided” (Mormon 2:28). The Nephites would eventually lose everything. Yet Mormon had hope for the fulfillment of the Abrahamic Covenant among Lehi’s descendants in the future.

Like his predecessors and Jesus himself, Mormon prophesied that the future restoration of the gospel would signal Israel’s gathering and “return” to lands of inheritance: “Therefore I write unto you Gentiles, and also unto you house of Israel, when the work shall commence, that ye shall be about to prepare to return to the land of your inheritance”
The preserved writings of Mormon, Moroni, and their predecessors would serve a vital role in this gathering and return to covenant lands of inheritance:

And for this intent shall they [the writings in the Book of Mormon] go, that they may be persuaded that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living God, that the Father may bring about through his Most Beloved his great and eternal purpose in the restoring the Jews or all the house of Israel to the land of their inheritance, which the Lord their God hath given them, unto the fulfilling of his covenant. (Mormon 5:14)

Alma the Younger articulates the bigger picture that Nephi and other righteous men and women understood what Laman and Lemuel did not: all covenant lands of inheritance symbolized “a far better land of promise” (Alma 37:45) — i.e., the celestial kingdom. Abraham and Sarah and their successors saw the bigger, eternal picture too, as noted by the author of Hebrews: “These all died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth” (Hebrews 11:13).

Moroni near the end of the Book of Mormon continues to use the “lands of inheritance” idiom in Ether 7:16; 9:13 and 13:8. In the latter passage, Moroni describes the new world land of promise as a land of inheritance for all the descendants — the remnant — of Joseph: “Wherefore the remnant of the house of Joseph shall be built up upon this land, and it shall be a land of their inheritance” (Ether 13:8).

Given the foregoing evidence, Laman and Lemuel rightly saw their family estate as “the land of their inheritance” within the framework under the Abrahamic Covenant and the law of Moses (including Deuteronomy). However, the brothers — unlike Lehi and Nephi — could never fully grasp the bigger picture of the Abrahamic Covenant, the scattering of Israel (and their family’s place in it), nor did they grasp the importance of the Abrahamic Covenant and the scattering of Israel within the Lord’s broader plan of salvation for the human family, including the exaltation of the righteous as joint-heirs with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob — and with the Savior himself — of the celestial kingdom.
Conclusion

The verbal phrase “we might have enjoyed” in Laman and Lemuel’s reported complaint, “we might have enjoyed our possessions and the land of our inheritance” (1 Nephi 17:21), reflects a use of the Hebrew verb ysr in its progressive aspect “to enjoy possession of.” This is evident in several passages in the Hebrew Bible, and perhaps most visibly in Numbers 36:8 (“And every daughter, that possesseth [yōrešet] an inheritance [nahâlatâ] in any tribe of the children of Israel, shall be wife unto one of the family of the tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may enjoy [yîršû] every man the inheritance [nahâlat] of his fathers”) and Joshua 1:15 (“then ye shall return unto the land of your possession [lĕˈereš yēruššatkem; or, unto the land of your inheritance], and enjoy it [wîrištem ’ôtāh].” Examining Laman and Lemuel’s complaint in a legal context helps us better appreciate “land[s] of … inheritance” as expressing a seminal Abrahamic Covenant concept. Moreover, we can better appreciate how Laman and Lemuel’s close association of their temporal inheritance with what they saw as happiness, and their failure to see the bigger eternal covenant picture of ysr/inherit, prevented them from “enjoying” their new land of inheritance. This limited and limiting perspective deterred them from their living after the manner of happiness, rejoicing in their posterity, and looking forward in faith to the celestial kingdom, the true land of eternal inheritance, of which all other lands of promise constitute but a type.

[Author’s Note: I would like to thank Suzy Bowen, Jeff Lindsay, Allen Wyatt, Victor Worth, Tanya Spackman, Don Norton, and Daniel and Debbie Peterson.]
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